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ABSTRACT 
 

Robots in the industrial era 4.0 are not only required to be able to help or 
replace human work. Humans have positioned robots not only as machines, but also 
as friends. Like a friend, the robot must be able to interact, communicate, and 
respond. This phenomenon raises the term social robot, which is a robot that can 
interact socially like humans do with each other. Robot interaction with humans can be 
verbal communication (conversation), text, social-media, physical movement, or 
artificial intelligence (AI). This paper focuses on discussing social robot interactions in 
(verbal) conversations. Robot conversation patterns can be built simply by applying 
the Levenshtein algorithm to the database search method to get conversation 
responses. With this method the robot can provide a response that relates to the topic 
that the opponent is talking about without going too far. 
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1.  INTRODUCTION  

The development of robots is now very advanced. Robots are not 

only functioned as machine workers that can replace or alleviate human 

work. Robots have developed into various fields such as education, 

entertainment, tourism, and households. One of the current trends is 

the development of robots for households or society. This robot is often 

known as social robot.  

Social robots are robots that interact with humans to follow 

behavioral norms according to the expectations of their interaction 

partners. In interacting robots can use sound media, movement, text, or 

even social media. One important part of supporting communication is 

voice conversation. This is quite important because most of the patterns 

of interaction carried out by humans are through sound. The ability of 

robots to recognize and process sound will be in accordance with the 

model of human communication and make it easier for humans to 

interact without having to learn it first. 

The use of a conversation system can be applied to various types 

of robots, for example humanoid robots, animal robots, or on customer 
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service systems via telephone. One way to implement a robotic 

conversation system is to apply the Levenshtein algorithm. With this 

algorithm, the robot can recognize the topic being discussed by the 

opponent and determine the response that fits the topic. 

This paper discusses how to apply the Levenshtein algorithm in a 

robot conversation system. Basic knowledge of robots is stored in a 

database. The database contains various topics of normal conversation. 

When the robot communicates, the robot cannot recognize which topic 

and what response to take to answer the opponent. The Levenshtein 

algorithm will help the robot compare the contents of the opponent's 

conversation with the basic knowledge possessed by the robot. After 

knowing the weight of the opponent's conversation, the system will try 

to recognize the topic being discussed and determine the response that 

best fits the topic of conversation. 

The writing of this paper is divided into several sections as follows. 

Chapter 2 contains a literature review of the robotic conversation 

system. Chapter 3 describes the design of a conversation system 

architecture. In chapter 4, the implementation of the robotic 

conversation system and its configuration are discussed. While chapter 

5 contains conclusions and further development plans. 

 

2. LITERATURE STUDY 

2.1 SAPI 5.3 

SAPI 5.3 is a library made by Microsoft for speech recognition and 

Text To Speech (TTS) applications. SAPI engine is divided into two 

types, namely recognition engine and TTS engine. Recognition engines 

are used to convert human voices to tech. While the TTS system is 

used to convert text into artificial sounds (sound synthesis). 
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Figure 1. SAPI 5.3 Architecture 
2.2 Levenshtein Algorithm 

The Levenshtein algorithm is an algorithm to calculate the 

Levenshtein distance or edit distance from two strings or words. The 

edit distance value states that many changes are made so that the first 

string is the same as the second string. Changes made include three 

types of operations, namely insertion, deletion, and substitution.  

Insertion or insertion operations are operations of entering new 

characters in strings. For example, changing the word "EMPAT" to 

"TEMPAT" by adding a character "T" to the first word. While deletion or 

deletion operations are operations by removing one or several 

characters so that the first string is the same as the second string. For 

example, changing the word "TEMPAT" to "EMPAT", that is by 

removing the character "T" at the beginning of the word.  

The last operation is substitution or exchange, which is an 

operation that exchanges the value of a character in a first string so that 

it is equal to the second string. For example changes to the word 

"SABAR" become "KABAR". This change can be obtained by 

exchanging the value of the character "S" to the character "K". In this 

operation, we can get the edit distance value which is one (1) because 

only one exchange operation is done. 

The edit distance search process can be explained through the 

following example. For example, look for a distance from the string 
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"BABY" with the string "BOBBY". The search for distance can be seen 

in Figure 2. The number value indicates the value of the edit distance.  

 

 

Figure 2. Calculate Edit Distance 

Each string that is searched for edit distance must be added to an 

empty character before the first character of the string. If seen in the 

second row, which is in the line that has the character "B" from the word 

"BOBBY", it can be seen that to change the n characters in the row to 

be equal to m characters in the column several steps are needed. For 

example, changing 5 characters in the word "BABY" so that it becomes 

1 character in "B" (from the string "BOBBY") it takes 3 operations. The 

operation is three times the deletion in the combination of the 

characters "ABY". Similarly, the next distance calculation step, until 

finally the final result is obtained that to change the character "BABY" to 

"BOBBY" 2 steps of operation are needed. That is one substitution 

operation by changing the character "A" to "O", then one insertion 

operation by adding the letter "B". This value is then the edit distance 

value from the string "BABY" with the string "BOBBY". 
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3. DESIGN 

3.1 Hardware 

In hardware architecture there are two main components, namely 

robots and servers. The conversation application will run on a server 

connected to the robot. For voice, the server will process voice input 

from robots sent wirelessly. These inputs are processed on the server 

to get the appropriate response. Various forms of response are stored 

in the database as basic knowledge of robots. The server will also be 

connected to the internet to get the latest weather and news 

information. 

 

Figure 3. Hardware Architecture 

3.2 Software 

The software architecture is only a block of the Conversation 

System. The Conversation System is used to process voice input. The 

incoming sound input will be converted to text or string. Then the 

program will use the Levenshtein algorithm to calculate Levenshtein 

distance between input and database. From the comparison process, 

the smallest results are taken so that the robot can find the most 

appropriate response. The response that has been obtained is then 
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processed into the TTS Engine from SAPI 5.3 to produce a response in 

the form of sound. 

 

Figure 4 Software Architecture 

3.3 Database 

The main database conversation system consists of only two 

tables with one-to-many structures. The table is Key Word Tbl and 

Response Tbl. Key Word Tbl contains a variety of topics that become 

benchmark references to inputs. The Levenshtein algorithm will 

measure input value for this key table. The smallest Levenshtein 

distance value will be selected in response to the robot. Response in 

one key can be more than one. This allows the robot to give a varied 

response even though talking about the same topic.    
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Figure 5. Database 

4.   Implementation  

The conversation system is implemented in the dot Net (.Net) 

framework using the C # programming language. Program development 

is done using the Integrated Development Environment (IDE) of Visual 

Studio 2010. For ease of organization, the program is divided into six 

solutions, namely Conversation System and WCF Language 

Processing. Applications that have been completed and successfully 

compiled are then deployed on the server. For applications in the form 

of websites and services, they are deployed through the Internet 

Information Service (IIS) Manager, which is an application server for 

hosting websites and services on Windows 7 or Windows 8.1 operating 

systems. The process of deploying and configuring Task Scheduler can 

be seen in Figure 6. 
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Figure 6. IIS Manager 

Conversation System solution functions to process input and 

output in the form of sound using Microsoft SAPI 5.3. This system will 

access the service from the WCF Language Processing program. The 

vote that has been converted to text is then sent to the service to get a 

response. After obtaining the appropriate response based on the 

Levenshtein algorithm, the next response is sent to the TTS engine in 

SAPI 5.3. The next robot speaks according to the response text 

obtained. 

 

5. Conclusion and Future Work 

In this paper the language of how to build a robotic conversation 

system is simple by using service, database, and speech recognition 

and TTS libraries. In experiments conducted robots can respond 

satisfactorily and be able to adjust the topic. The response depends on 

the process of converting the input sound into text. When there is a lot 

of noise, robots often make mistakes in the conversion.  

The ability of robots to recognize topics and look for responses 

depends on the ability of library speech recognition to be used. In 

addition, the system does not yet have conversational intelligence 

similar to humans. This happens because the response given is 

reactive. The system has not been able to save the state of 

conversation that has been done before. 
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Further development of the conversation system can be focused 

on the addition of artificial intelligence that is capable of storing the 

states of conversation. With this model the system is likely to be able to 

respond to the conversation well and more actively. In addition, the 

development of programs through multithreading will improve the 

system response better. 
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